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2,785,311 
LOW VOLTAGE CBRN SOURCE 

Ernest O. Lawrence, Berkeley, Calif, assignor to the 
United States of America as represented by tae U?taše 
States Afenic Energy Cºmmission 

Application June 24, 1952, Serial No. 295,153 
9 Caimas. (C. 259-41.9) 

The present invention relates to an improvement in 
ion generators and particularly to the production of a 
very high current ion beam. Conventional ion sources 
or generators are limited to the production of a reia 
tively weak ion beam and despite forcing, even without 
regard to efficiency, it is very difficult to produce a 
strong iom beam. Generally the ion beam is limited by 
the ion extraction process, for even though a very high 
current arc discharge be attained an upper limit is im 
posed upon the number of ions that can be removed 
from the arc. 
The present invention is adapted to remove or obviate 

the limiting factors in ion ejection from an arc or 
the like. Probabiy the most important of those factors 
is space charge which effectively limits the ion current 
that may be drawn through a given aperture, and the 
present invention practicailiy eliminates space charge 
effects so that the upper limit upon the ejected ion beam 
is thus dependent upon the arc intensity which in turn is 
limited only by the power available for the arc. Not 
only is the present invention capable of ejecting an in 
tense ion beam but it aiso is much more efficient than 
other relatively high intensity ion sources and does not 
rely entirely upon brute force to ejections. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide 
an improvedi ion source producing a high current ion 
beam. 

it is another object of the present invention to provide 
an improvedi ion source producing a plurality of small 
ion beams focused into a single high current beam. 

it is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved ion source producing a high current iom 
beam with smail angular divergence. 
Numerous other advantages and objects of the inven 

tion wiil become apparent from the following descrip 
tion of the invention taken together with the attached 
drawing wherein the Soie figure iliustrates one preferred 
embodiment of the invenition with appropriate electricai 
apparatus connected thereto. 

Referring to the drawing, there is shown in part a 
housing 11 which may be adapted for connection to or 
in an evacuated vessei in which an ion beam is desired, 
as for examplie a particie accelerator. The end wali i2 
of housing ili may be removably mounted as by bolts 
for easy access to the source proper. Within housing 

there is disposed a cylindricai anode i3 which may 
be mounted upon end wali 2 and which has a reia 
tively thick exit grid i4 mounted in closing relation 
to the innermost end of anode 13. Disposed within 
anode 13 is a cathode 16 which may comprise a coiled 
filament of rather large wire to carry heavy heating cur 
rents. Cathode 16 is disposed to lie crosswise in anode 
cylinder 13 at a distance from exit grid i4 and may be 
supported in this position by a pair of rigid conductors 
7 which extend through end wall i2 in insulated re 

lation thereto and are fixed to opposite ends of the fila 
ment coil i 6. A gas tube i 8 extends through end wali 
12 of housing ili into anode cylinder 13 to provide a 
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gas to be ionized within the source and for this pur 
pose may be connected to a gas supply (not shown) 
external to the source. 

Disposed about cylinder 3 are magnet windings 19 
which are mounted either upon cylinder 13 or sus 
pended from housing 11 as by means of brackets 21. A 
pair of electrical conductors 22 are attached to opposite 
ends of magnet winding 19 and extend through a wall 
of housing É1 in insulated and vacuum tight relation 
thereto for connection to appropriate magnet energizing 
means external to housing ... There are also provided 
within housing 1i a plurality of accelerating grids shown 
as two grids 23 and 24 which have substantially the 
same curvature as exit grid 14. Accelerating grids 23 
and 24 are disposed parallel to exit grid i 4 exterior to 
anode cylinder 13 and are situated quite close to exit 
grid 14 and to each other with first accelerating grid 23 
being intermediate exit grid 14 and accelerating grid 
24. The above grid relationship, is maintained by suit 
abie mounting of accelerating grids, such as illustrated. 
This mounting may be accomplished by the provision 
of a fiange or extension 25 about the end of anode cyl 
inder 3 to which are attached insulators 26. Acceler 
ating grids 23 and 24 are provided with extensions which 
may be bolted to insulators 26, as shown, and which 
therefore carry grids 23 and 24. Electricai conductors 
27 and 28 are connected to the extensions of grids 23 
andi 24, respectively, and together with another conduc 
tor 29 connected to anode cylinder 13 are brought out 
of housing i in insulated and vacuum tight relation 
thereto for connection to appropriate sources of volt 
agt. 

in conjunction with the above-described elements of 
the ion source there is provided an electrical energiza 
tion System located without housing i and connected 
to the source elements. T?The illustrated electrical sys 
tem includes a magnet power supply 31 having magnet 
leads 22 connected thereto and energizing magnet wind 
ings i 9 therethrough to produce a magnetic field H hav 
ing lines of force through and parallel to the axis of 
anode cylinder 3. A filament power supply 32 provides 
heating current for cathode 45 by means of electrica 
connections between filament conductors i 7 and filla 
ment power Supply 32. A high voltage power supply 
33 is either provided with voltage taps or is connected 
across a resistor 34 having a number of taps thereon. 
Anode lead 29 is connected to one end of resistor 34, 
Which may be grounded, and grid leads 27 and 28 are 
Connected to appropriate points on resistor 34 to apply 
the desired portion of the voltage thereacross between 
anode i3, grid 23, and grid 24. An arc power supply 36 is 
connected between anode lead 29 and one of the filia 
ment conductors 7 to provide power to produce an arc 
discharge within anode i3. The above electrical com 
ponents may provide either a continuous or pulsed volt 
age depending upon the desired mode of operation of 
the source, and in this respect, it has been found ad 
Vantageous to use an ailternating current filament supply 
and for pulsed operation to pulse the magnet and arc 
power supplies. 

K Considerung now the operation of the invention, ener 
gization of filament power supply 32 will cause cathode 
is to becoime electron emissive and with a large heating 
current and relatively rugged cathode structure a large 
number of electrons are made available for acceleration 
from cathode i 6. Energization of magnet power supply 
3 establishes a magnetic field H having lines of force 
through anode cylinder i3 Substantially parallel to the axis 
thereof, whereby electrons emitted from cathode 16 are 
constrained to travel along the magnetic lines of force. En 
ergization of arc power Supply 36 establishes a strong elec 
trostatic field between anode i3 and cathode 16 attracting 
electrons aWay from cathode 16. These electrons are 



constrained by magnetic field. H. to, travel through anode - 
3. toward exit grid 14 electrically connected thereto. 

With the admission of a gas into anode cylinder 3 through 
inlet pipe i 18 the gas molecules: å?e bombarded by the 
electron discharge and are ionized to prcduce an arc ex 
tending between cathode 6 and exit grid 4.- High volt 
age Power Supply 33, upon energization, applies a high 
Voltage acroSS. resistor - 34 and accelerating grids 23 and 
24 connected to taps thereon are thus made negative 
with respect to exit grid 14, with grid 24 being main 
tained at a negative potential with i respect to grid. 23. 
The relatively negative electrostatic field about accelerat 
ing grid 23 extends into and somewhat through the aper 
tures in exit grid i 4 and thus attracts ions from the arc 
and repels some of the electrons thereof. Of the elec 
trons in the arc. Some strike exit grid 4 and some are 
repelled back through anode 13 to produce further ioniza 
tion. The ions in the arcare attracted through the aper tures in exit, grid 14 and thence on through the apertures 
in. accelerating grid 23. The ions are. thenfurtherat 
tracted by the negative potential of second accelerating 
grid 2: So that they approach same and pass through 
the aperfures therein to emerge on the opposite side there 
offron cathod? 13 and exi? grid, 4 in copious quantities. 

There is in effect produced at each of the apertures of 
ežit grid 14 an individual ion, beam of relatively low in 
tensity. Also, grids, 14, 23, and 24 are closely spaced to 
provide Small gaps therebetween so that a large voltage 
gradient may be established thereacross, with only a 
nominally high voltage, say of the order of some kilovolts. 
By this means and with small grid apertures. space charge 
effects are substantially eliminated and ions are almost 
equally attracted over, the entire cross section of the grid 
apertures. This Substantially uniform action upon the 
entire Cross section of each, smallion. .beam. passing 
thrQlughan individual exit grid aperture tends to accelerate 
all ºf the beam. the same. amount, and does not produce 
a beam. divergence. Conventional ion accelerating means 
tend to cause a divergence of the ionbeam and when such 

- means are Scaled up to. handle very intense ion beams this 
effect... becomes. quite pronounced with-- the consequent 
production of a divergention beam that is disadvantageous 
in. Substantially all-applications of ion beams inasmuch 
as great difficulty is. encountered in accelerating or operat 
ing in any manner-upon a divergention beam: 
in addition to the production of a s plurality of ion 
beams. each having a nominal current, the present inven 
tion operates to join these beams into a single high cur 
rent beam. This is accomplished by the configuration of 
grids 14, 23, and 24 which are curved to present a con 
vex surface to cathode 16. Thus the individual íon beams 
leaving the Source depart from the concave si?e of ac 
celerating grid 24. As the ion beams pass through exit 
grid 4. they are attracted toward the axis or extension - 
Gf the axis of anode cylinder 13 by the electrostatic field 
configuration of curved accelerating grid 23 and this di 
rection of travel is further enforced by accelerating grid 
24 So that the ion beams are directed to the focal point 
of accelerating grid 24 where they combine to form a 
single high current ion beam of minimum cross section. 

It wil be appreciated that the arc current is supplied 
by arc power Supply 36 and that the losses in the source 
in the main are: composed of the arc power supply cur 
rent and the high voltågedrain, or grid current. The 
present invention operates to produce a high currention 
beam with a minimum of losses and the losses are mini 
mized by the above-described ion ejection system. The 
high voltage drain is composed of ions. striking the grids 
and electrons leaving the grids and by employing rela 
tively iowy accelerating voltages, which with - smail grid 
spacing i proyides requisite voltage gradients, the number 
of ions, impinging. upon the grids - is minimized. - It has 
been found by actual measurement that the efficiency of 
the source in terms of ion - current to arc current plus 
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through said cylindricalangde whereby 

4 
high voltage drain is at least twice the efficiency of 
ventional ion sources. M 

it will be appreciated that the above-described embodi 
ment of the invention is not limiting upon the i scope 
thereof for numerous modifications and variations are : 
possibie. - For example, the number of accelerating grids 
may be increased and with the beams - being accelerated 
in reiatively snimali increments by each grid as described, 
the emergent ion beam may be provided with whatever W 
einergy is desired by adding these increments with addi 
tional grids. Also various. types of cathodes may be 
employed and innumerable structural changes made with 
out departing from the invention and in this respect at 
tentien is directed to the following claims for a precise 
diefinition of the invention. 
What is claimed is: *- : -n 

1. A high current iom source comprising a cathode, an 
electrode having a plurality of agertures therein, means 
establishing an arc. between said cathode and electrode, 
an accelerating. grid disposed adjacent Said apertured elec- i: 
irode on the opposite side thereof from saidi cathode, and 
means maintaining said accelerating grid at a negative 
potentia? with respect to said apertured electrode whereby 
ions - in said arc are attracted through the apertures in 
said electrode to form a plurality of ion beams. 

2. A high current ion source comprising a cathode 
having a large : substantially planar surface, an electrode 
spaced from the planar surface of said cathode and dis 
posed in substantially parallel relation thereto, said elec 
trode having a piturality of Separated apertires there 
through, power supply means, connected between said 
cathode and electrode, for establishing an arc discharge 
therebetween, an accelerating grid disposed in close proX 
imity with said electrode on the opposite side thereof 
from said cathode, and means impressing a negative volt 
age upon said accelerating grid with respect to said elec 
trode foraçcelerating ions from said arc dischaffge through 
the apertures in said electrode. - - 

3. An improved ion Source comprising a cathode, an 
apertured electrode spaced from said cathode, power 
supply means connected between said cathode and eiec trode for establishing an arc discharge therebetween, a 
plurality of nested accelerating grids dispesed directly 
adjacent, and paraleli to said electrodie on the ºppgSite 
side thereof from said cathode, and high voltage Ši 
meåns connected to said grids and said electrode and T 
taining the potential of each Successive grid from said 
electrod? more negative whereby isöns from said arc dis 
charge åre áttracted through the apertures in said "eiec 
trode to form a plurålity of ion beams defined by šaid 
electrod? apértures and are acceterated in increments by 
the potentials of saidi successive grids. . . . 

4. An improved ion source as cl W 
ther defined by said aperttured électro M 
erating grids being pâraliei and conveX in relation to sa 
cathode whereby said acceleràted ion be?ms arè directê 
to a common focus. 

5. An improved M 
anode, an exit grid having a plurality of aperfi 
posed in closir 

CO 

-*- ~- - - - - - - -/ X-* * * · : - - - - - - - 
on. source comprising a cylindir cal 

S iS 

sing relation to one end çf said giò dà 
in electrical contact thèrewith, a cathode disposed within 
said anode and having an electron erissive Stirf?gce fac: 
ing said exit grid and separated therefrom, an rcpoºrver. 
supply, electrically connected between said cathode and 
anode whereby an arc discharge is established yithin 
saidangde, means for?stablishing a magnetic field axi 

said arc dischaffge 
extends between said cathode and ex - - M- - ~- K X grid, ior accei 
erating means disposed without said anode inclose proX 
imity with said exit grid, and power Supply means Main 

- taining said ion accelerating means at a hegative potel 
tial with respect to said exi? grid whereby ions are at 

75 
tracted from said arc through the apertures in Šäid exit 
i?rid and emërge ther?from in a plurality of individual 
ion beams, . . . . . . - - - - 
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6. An improved high current ion source comprising 
a cathode having a large electron emissive surface, an 
electro de formed of a material resistant to ion and elec 
tron bombardment disposed in spaced relation with said 
cathcde and facing the electron emissive surface thereof, 
said electrode having a plurality of individual spaced 
apertures therethrough, power supply means connected 
between saidi cathode and electrode for producing an arc 
discharge therebetween, and ion accelerating means main 
tained at a negative potential with respect to said elec 
trode and disposed on the oppcsite side tinereof from 
said cathode whereby ions from said arc are electro 
statically attracted through the apertures in said electrode 
to form a plurality of individual ion beams adapted to 
be joined to form a high current ion beam. 

7. An improved high current ion source comprising 
means establishing an arc discharge, ion accelerating 
means disposed across one end of said arc for attracting 
ions therefrom, and an electrode disposed intermediate 
said arc and said ion accelerating means and having a 
plurality of separated apertures therethrough in line with 
said arc through which ions are attracted by said ion 
accelerating means to form a plurality of ion beams. 

8. An improved ion source as claimed in claim 7 fur 
ther characterized by said apertured electrode being con 
vex with respect to the end of said arc, said ion accelerat 
ing means comprising a plurality of nested grid elec 
trodes disposed substantially parallel to said apertured 
electrode and with small spacing between electrodes, and 
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a power supply connected to said grid electrodes and 
maintaining each of said electrodes at a negative potential 
with respect to the next adjacent electrode toward said 
arc discharge whereby said individual ion beams are ac 
celerated in increments and are focused together into 
oine high current ion beam at a distance from said ion 
acceleration means. 

9. An improved high current ion source comprising a 
cathode having a large electron emissive surface, an an 
ode including an exit grid structure having a plurality 
Cf separated apertures therethrough and facing the elec 
tron emissive surface of said cathodie, means for estab 
lishing a magnetic field having lines of force extending 
between said cathode and exit grid, an arc power supply 
connected between said anode and cathode for producing 
aEn electron discharge from said cathode to said exit grid 
directed by said magnetic field, means supplying said elec 
tron discharge with a gas to be ionized whereby said elec 
tron discharge becomes an arc discharge, and ion at 
traction means disposed adjacent said anode exit grid on 
the opposite side thereof from said cathode whereby ions 
are attracted from said arc through the apertures in said 
anode exit grid to form a plurality of individual ion beams 
emerging from said ion source. 
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